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Abstract

Facilitating the transfer of knowledge between knowledge workers represents one of the main challenges of knowledge management. Knowledge transfer instruments, such as the experience factory concept, represent means for facilitating knowledge transfer in organizations. As past research has shown, effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments strongly depends on their situational context, on the stakeholders involved in knowledge transfer, and on their acceptance, motivation and goals. In this paper, we introduce an agent-oriented modeling approach for analyzing the effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments in the light of (potentially conflicting) stakeholders’ goals. We apply this intentional approach to the experience factory concept and analyze under which conditions it can fail, and how adaptations to the Experience Factory can be explored in a structured way.

1. Motivation

Facilitating the transfer of knowledge between knowledge workers represents one of the main challenges of knowledge management (KM) [1] [2]. As a consequence, past research on knowledge management has led to the emergence of a broad range of instruments, modeling languages and theories for knowledge transfer. Knowledge transfer instruments were proposed to facilitate knowledge transfer by means of technological, organizational and sociological approaches. On an organizational level, examples for knowledge transfer instruments include the Experience Factory concept [3] that aims to facilitate knowledge transfer between knowledge workers in a software engineering context. On a technological level, examples include knowledge management systems [4] and knowledge infrastructures [5]. Sociological approaches to knowledge transfer facilitation include, for example, communities of practice [6].

Many barriers are known that can influence and impair the effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments. The contribution by [7], for example, reports on the difficulties of transferring knowledge between software development teams. By studying a deployed lessons-to-learn database for software engineering knowledge, they were able to identify obstacles concerning the knowledge transfer instrument such as lack of awareness, low information quality, low usage and time-consuming maintenance. From an organizational perspective, work in [8] reports on pitfalls of knowledge management initiatives including failure to align KM with the organizations’ strategic goals, creation of repositories without explicitly defining the intentions behind them, or failure to understand and connect KM to individuals’ work activities.

As a consequence, the effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments appears to depend on the stakeholders that participate and share an interest in knowledge transfer (such as software developers or managers), and on their acceptance, motivation and goals. Therefore, analyses of knowledge transfer effectiveness need to take the context of knowledge transfer instruments, the stakeholders and their goals, into account. However, in practical settings goals may often be unclear, unknown, implicit and conflicting...
among stakeholders. While knowledge officers [4] want to collect experiences of past projects carefully, software developers typically must deliver software quickly - thereby creating a potential conflict of goals. As a result, analyzing the goals from different interdependent stakeholders is difficult, but represents a critical challenge for knowledge management (as for example claimed by ([9], page 13). In order to be able to analyze the effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments, we need to analyze not only the goals of stakeholders, but how those stakeholders depend on each other to achieve them.

Based on these observations, this work introduces an agent-oriented modeling approach for analyzing effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments. Agent orientation here refers to the explicit focus on and modeling of actors and their goals. While modeling approaches already exist for analyzing knowledge transfer (such as KODA [10] and B-KIDE [11]), modeling the goals and intentions of knowledge transfer participants and instruments has received little attention so far. However, the explicit modeling and analysis of goals and dependencies between different stakeholders has been investigated in the area of requirements engineering for more than a decade [12], [13]. Reports concerning the application of these ideas are available [13], leading one to the question if these approaches may be applicable in the domain of knowledge management as well. In parallel, advances in computational organization theory have inspired similar research efforts on agent-based modeling of knowledge flows from a different research perspective (such as [19]).

The overall contribution of this work is the introduction of an agent-oriented modeling approach for analyzing knowledge transfer effectiveness in the light of stakeholders’ goals. After briefly reviewing related research and explaining the basic approach, we introduce a novel modeling method by extending the agent-oriented i* modeling framework [13]. We then apply the approach to a widely established knowledge transfer instrument: the Experience Factory concept [3]. Finally, we discuss our achievements and draw implications for future research.

2. Context of this work

Research in the domain of knowledge transfer focuses on the development and evaluation of theories, modeling languages and instruments for knowledge transfer.

Theories for knowledge transfer aim to satisfy the epistemological need for understanding and explaining the nature of knowledge transfer itself (such as [14] and [21]). In an organizational context, theories for knowledge transfer aid the understanding of the nature of knowledge relations in and across organizations on a conceptual level. Knowledge flow theory [14], [19] provides a classification of different types of knowledge transfer in organizations and a way for representing the transformations that are pursued by KM initiatives (through vector representation). In [21], knowledge transfer is theorized by distinguishing between situational, source, transfer, relational, recipient, utilization and organizational context. The contribution by [22] investigates factors that affect the success of R&D knowledge transfer. Further research has been done on conceptualizing the relationship between work and knowledge processes ([23] and [11]). Modeling languages aid the identification and visualization of concrete knowledge relations among specific organizational entities (such as specific individuals, roles, groups, departments, etc). Existing approaches include, for example, KODA [10] or B-KIDE [11]. Instruments for knowledge transfer aim to improve on and facilitate different aspects of knowledge relations. Technological instruments for knowledge transfer include synchronous and asynchronous communication tools such as wikis, discussion boards, or expert locators. Organizational instruments include for example mentoring, experience factories [3] and job rotation [17]. On a social level, communities of practice represent a prominent example for facilitating knowledge transfer among a group of people [6].

3. Overall approach

Not only do the participants of knowledge transfer have intentions, but knowledge management initiatives in general are driven by goals that are attributed by stakeholders. The experience factory can be regarded to represent a knowledge management initiative that pursues the goal of facilitating the transfer of knowledge and experiences across software development teams and projects. As a consequence, the instruments that are employed in organizations for knowledge management purposes can be regarded to represent intentional actors. They are intentional because they pursue assigned goals (assigned by actors such as management, business analysts or knowledge officers), and they represent actors, because KM instruments can exhibit active behavior to a certain extent (the Experience Factory concept for example exhibits active behavior by mediating and facilitating knowledge transfer between software developers, and
pro-actively contacting them). On a technological level, examples for such intentional actors include workflow management systems, expert locators, recommender systems or computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) systems with notification functionalities.

But what are the concrete benefits of conceptualizing knowledge transfer instruments such as the Experience Factory as intentional actors? Relating the goals of knowledge transfer instruments (such as the experience factory) to the goals of other organizational actors (such as software developers, knowledge officers) promises to contribute to the analysis of knowledge transfer effectiveness in multiple ways: First, making intentions of instruments for knowledge transfer explicit aids in reasoning and arguing about them. A lack of understanding about goals is regarded to be a major reason for failure of KM initiatives ([9], page 13) and the creation of repositories without explicitly defining the intentions behind them is regarded to represent a common pitfall [8]. Therefore, explicating the goals of stakeholders and knowledge transfer instruments seems to be a necessary and sound starting point for analysis. Second, reasoning about them allows for evaluating different degrees of goal satisfaction among different stakeholders, thereby taking situational context of knowledge transfer into account. This can be expected to aid in analyzing the effectiveness of a set of alternative knowledge transfer instruments in light of potentially conflicting goals. Third, by making the relations between stakeholders’ goals and knowledge transfer instruments explicit, it can be expected that the how and the why knowledge instruments work or fail can be made visible.

Having an agent-oriented modeling approach for analyzing effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments available therefore can be expected to yield the following benefits:

1. Effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments in specific situations can be analyzed before deploying them in their environments, thereby potentially reducing costs of errors or experimentation and facilitating the process of design.
2. Alternatives to available knowledge transfer instruments can be formally explored rather than randomly identified, thereby potentially facilitating a process of improvement.

Approaches for the development of models that reflect relationships between goals, between agents, and between goals and tasks exist (such as goal-interdependency graphs [12], and strategic dependency and strategic relationship diagrams [13]). In the domain of requirements engineering, these approaches have been applied, for example, to justify software designs, to explore and select among design alternatives, and to trace features back to higher level system goals. In the following section, we first introduce the agent-oriented modeling framework i*, and subsequently illustrate an approach to analyze the effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments on three different levels of detail.

4. An agent oriented approach to analyzing knowledge transfer

In the following, we introduce selective aspects of the agent-oriented i* modeling framework that acts as a conceptual foundation for this work. For more comprehensive background information about the i* framework and about research on agents we make a reference to available literature [13].

4.1. The i* framework

The i* framework for modeling strategic relationships between actors was chosen as the fundament for this work because of its ability to 1) model both internal and external aspects of actors by means of strategic dependency (SD) and strategic rationale (SR) models, 2) model common concepts such as softgoals, goals, tasks and resources and 3) reason about modeled goals by means of goal evaluation algorithms [15].

The i* Framework does not explicitly provide elements for modeling aspects of knowledge transfers, but provides a series of useful concepts to build upon: In i*, actors are represented as agents, roles or positions. SD models depict goal, task, resource and softgoal dependencies between actors. SR models contain goals, tasks, resources and softgoals of specific actors that are related to each other through task-decomposition and means-ends links. Figure 1 introduces the elements of the i* framework and their corresponding graphical representations, which are relevant in the context of this work.

Keeping the need for simplicity in modeling constructs in mind, minimal extensions to i* are introduced in order to be able to identify and model knowledge dependencies and supportive means as a basis for an agent- and goal-oriented representation of knowledge transfer instruments. Extensions focus on both the modeling language (the way of modeling [16]) and the modeling method (the way of working [16]). While i* provides a comprehensive set of
elements as part of its modeling language, it leaves the modeling method open [13].
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**Figure 1 Selected elements of the i* framework**

In the following sections, we introduce the basic way of working and modeling [16] for the development of agent-oriented models of knowledge transfer. We introduce the Knowledge Transfer Agent (KTA) Modeling Method which describes how to create models of knowledge transfer by utilizing modeling extensions and standard i* framework modeling elements.

### 4.2. The KTA modeling method

The KTA modeling method consists of three distinct levels, each one increasing the level of detail and analysis possibilities. We assume that in practical settings analysts may adopt different levels of analysis, according to the requirements of specific situations. Whereas quick, high-level analysis might only require level 1, more thorough and detailed analysis efforts might follow through all three proposed levels of the KTA modeling method. Because of sequential dependencies between the levels, level 2 analysis implies conducting level 1 analysis, and level 3 analysis implies conducting level 1 & 2 analyses.

#### Level 1 - Identification of knowledge dependencies:

In this first level, strategic knowledge dependencies between different actors (such as software developers, management, customers) are identified. Questions for identifying knowledge dependencies include: Who do actors turn to for advice and/or expert knowledge? Who turns to them for advice? What kind of knowledge is involved? Integrating the answers to these questions into i* models results in a set of identified strategic knowledge dependencies between a set of actors, as depicted in Figure 2.

In a knowledge dependency, a depender depends on a dependee to provide knowledge (in example the form of advise). In contrast to resources, knowledge refers to skills, heuristics and experiences of intentional actors. With a knowledge dependency, the depender has access to knowledge he would otherwise not have, but at the same time becomes vulnerable when the dependee fails to provide that knowledge. The dependee is assumed to be able to provide the kind of knowledge to the depender, while the depender is assumed to be able to apply it. In order to be able to take an explicit knowledge perspective on agent-oriented i* models, KTA introduces knowledge and knowledge dependencies as modeling extensions to the i* framework.
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**Figure 2: Level 1 - knowledge dependencies**

In an Experience Factory context, having explicit information about knowledge and knowledge dependencies between actors allows for answering questions such as: What kind of knowledge do software developers need in order to achieve their goals? What kinds of knowledge dependencies exist between software developers and other members of the organization? How does failure of knowledge dependencies impair the ability of, for example, software developers to achieve their goals?

This kind of information can already be useful for organizations from a knowledge management perspective. It can help, for example, in identifying knowledge risks in organizations (knowledge dependencies that are likely to fail) or knowledge networks and communities (participants in a specific knowledge dependency). However, specific information about the applied knowledge transfer instruments involved in this knowledge dependency cannot be obtained at this stage. To further detail the notion of knowledge dependencies we therefore need to model more specific information about them, which is addressed in level 2:

#### Level 2 - Identification of supportive means per knowledge dependency:

At the second level, the supportive means that are utilized by the participants of a specific knowledge dependency are identified. Questions for identifying these means include: How does knowledge transfer take place? What kind of communication channels and storage objects are involved? To model these aspects of knowledge
In an Experience Factory context, having explicit information about available communication channels and storage objects of knowledge dependencies allows for answering questions such as: How is knowledge being transferred between software developers, using which communication channels? How is experience being stored (or packaged)? What notion of knowledge transfer (strong vs. weak) is employed? What would be alternatives to existing knowledge transfer instruments?

This kind of information can help in understanding how knowledge is being transferred between software developers, and gives an overview of the broad range of knowledge transfer instruments currently employed in organizations. Exploring new means for the same ends helps in exploring alternative knowledge transfer instruments. However, at this level knowledge transfer instruments are still modeled as non-intentional entities – having no goals themselves, while in practice these instruments typically serve a purpose (and thereby pursue assigned goals). In order to be able to analyze success or failure of the goals of these knowledge transfer instruments, we propose to re-conceptualize the identified knowledge dependencies and supportive means as intentional actors themselves, - thereby introducing new agents to the developed models.

**Level 3 - Re-conceptualization of supportive means as agents:** Now that supportive means are identified, the final level of the KTA modeling method suggests re-conceptualizing knowledge dependencies and corresponding supportive means as a distinct agent (a so-called Knowledge Transfer Agent), pursuing its own goals and having its own specific dependencies that reveal the circumstances under which it can fail (depicted in Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Level 3 - knowledge transfer agents](image)

Questions for identifying goals and dependencies of the newly introduced agents include: What are the (both explicitly and implicitly) assigned goals of knowledge transfer agents? Who assigned these goals? How do knowledge transfer agents achieve their goals? On what and whom do they depend in order to work? As a consequence, the identified and modeled knowledge dependencies are replaced by newly introduced Knowledge Transfer Agents. Now, the knowledge transfer instruments themselves can be analyzed in terms of goal achievement. A **knowledge transfer agent** is an intentional human, organizational or technological actor that focuses on the facilitation of knowledge transfer between two or more other actors. Note that on this level, the need for additional modeling elements (such as knowledge dependencies and knowledge) no longer exists. Decomposing the knowledge transfer agent into standard i* elements such as goals, tasks and resources, explains how the knowledge transfer agent is expected to facilitate knowledge transfer and to achieve its goals.
From level 3, three main implications follow: 1.) The introduced modeling extensions of level 1 and 2 constitute a necessary, analytical and methodical instrument for taking a knowledge perspective and identifying knowledge dependencies between actors. 2.) Level 1 and 2 of the KTA modeling method therefore guide and focus potential subsequent modeling activities from a knowledge perspective and 3.) By modeling knowledge transfer agents based on i*’s standard notation, the goal evaluation algorithms that have been applied in the domain of requirements engineering can now be applied to questions of knowledge management as well.

In an Experience Factory context, re-conceptualizing knowledge transfer instruments as intentional actors (knowledge transfer agents) increases the ability of analysts to analyze effectiveness and reasons for success or failure of the experience factory concept, and analyze its impact on corresponding stakeholders (such as software developers and management) and their goals.

So far, we have only coarsely illustrated the application of the KTA modeling method in the context of software engineering. In the following, we will apply the method in greater detail, modeling the experience factory concept with the KTA modeling method and analyzing it in terms of its effectiveness and potential improvements.

5. The experience factory case

To investigate the viability of the introduced concepts, we will now apply all three levels to a widely discussed and established example from the domain of software engineering: The Experience Factory concept that focuses on the facilitation of knowledge transfer between software developers. We aim to demonstrate that by applying the KTA modeling method to the experience factory concept, we are able to conduct analyses of knowledge transfer instruments on three different levels. We aim to demonstrate that the KTA modeling method can address questions that are difficult to answer with more traditional approaches, which do not focus on the modeling of goals and intentions (such as B-KIDE [11] or KODA [10]).

Questions we intend to address include: Under which conditions can the experience factory concept fail, and how does failure affect the goals of corresponding stakeholders? And How can adaptations to the experience factory concept be explored in a structured way - taking the constraints and goals of different stakeholders into account?

To answer these questions, we first model and represent the experience factory as a knowledge transfer agent and subsequently analyze this agent in terms of potential problems and vulnerabilities.

5.1. The experience factory as a knowledge transfer agent

Experience factories [3] emerged from the software engineering research community as a reaction to the increasing importance and role of experience in software development. Based on the observation that software development is a creative, knowledge-intensive activity rather than a repetitive, manufacturing activity ([3], page 2) and that its main capital is intellectual rather than physical [17], experience factories have been proposed as separate organizational entities designed to facilitate the reuse and transfer of experiences among software development teams. In that sense, the experience factory concept constitutes a knowledge transfer agent conforming to our definition, by representing an actor (the “separate organizational entity”) that has goals (“increase knowledge reuse”) and focuses on the facilitation of knowledge transfer between two or more other actors (“software development teams”). In a more formal way, the goals pursued by the experience factory concept can be described by utilizing knowledge flow theory [18], [19]: Let a = a1e + a2r + a3l within the coordinate system e = expliciteness, r = reach and l = lifecycle then the goal of the experience factory can be expressed as the vector $\vec{A}\vec{B}$ with $A = (\text{implicit, group, share})$ and $B = (\text{explicit, group, share})$.

In the following we will model key aspects of the experience factory concept by using the introduced KTA modeling method on all three levels, while highlighting some aspects of the experience factory concept that are relevant to knowledge transfer and excluding others (such as different techniques to package experiences).

5.2. Applying the KTA modeling method

According to the first level analysis of the proposed method, the dependencies between software developers can be modeled as the knowledge dependency Knowledge about Past Projects between the two roles Experience Consumer and Experience Provider, both representing software developers. As depicted in Figure 5, having knowledge dependencies modeled can aid in identifying knowledge risks and their impact on goal satisfaction. In this example, it can be observed
that a lack of transfer regarding Knowledge about Past Projects would impair the Experience Consumer’s ability to achieve his goal Develop and Maintain Software.

![Figure 5 Applying level 1 and 2 of the KTA method to the experience factory example](image)

At the second level, a supportive means (the storage object Experience Base) is identified and added to the model. By looking at Figure 5, analysts can identify that the storage object Experience Base represents one (but only one!) means to address the identified knowledge dependency Knowledge about Past Projects. Analysis might yield to the exploration of other supportive means, such as mentoring, coaching, project weblogs or communities of practice to address the identified knowledge dependency Knowledge about Past Projects. Transforming these competing and/or complementary knowledge transfer instruments into agents helps in analyzing their effectiveness and choosing alternatives that best suit the corresponding stakeholders’ goals.

At the third level, the knowledge dependency Knowledge about Past Projects and its supportive means Experience Base are transformed into the knowledge transfer agent Experience Factory (depicted in Figure 6), by asking: What are the (both explicitly and implicitly) assigned goals of the Experience Factory? How does it achieve its goals? On what and whom do they depend on in order to work? From a strategic rationale modeling perspective (modeling the agent’s internals), the Experience Factory can be considered to pursue one overall goal, execute three main tasks, and maintain one critical resource (simplified, based on [3]). The overall goal of the experience factory concept is to Facilitate Inter-Project Experience Transfer. The task Provide Project Support is concerned with learning about project settings and providing Experience Packages to Experience Consumers as a resource. Experience Packages are collected in an Experience Base that represents a container for all Experience Packages available. The second task Analyze Projects is concerned with collecting Data and Lessons Learned resources at the end of each project, and packaging them into experience packages (the third task). By having transformed the Experience Factory concept into a knowledge transfer agent, existing goal evaluation algorithms from the domain of requirements engineering can be applied to investigate the effectiveness of the experience factory concept as a knowledge transfer instrument. This will be demonstrated in the next section.

5.3. Performing goal evaluation

Now that the experience factory is conceptualized as an agent, strategic dependencies are made explicit and can be reasoned about. This aids in answering questions such as “Under which conditions can the Experience Factory concept fail?” As it is illustrated in Figure 6, the Experience Factory has dependencies that, if not satisfied, cause the Experience Factory to fail. In Figure 6, two such dependencies can be identified (on a strategic dependency level): A) the Experience Factory depends on Experience Consumers to provide information about Project Characteristics in order to Provide Project Support and B) the Experience Factory depends on Experience Providers to Provide Experiences. If either Experience Providers or Experience Consumers fail to perform these activities, the Experience Factory’s ability to achieve its goals would be impaired.

Goal evaluation algorithms aid in formalizing such reasoning processes. The goal evaluation algorithm introduced by [15], for example, is based on the assignment of qualitative evaluation labels to elements of i* models and consists of 1) the assignment of initial evaluation values aimed towards asking an interesting domain question and 2) the propagation of these initial evaluation values through the network of actors using a combination of propagation guidelines and human judgement. Typically, judgement is performed by domain experts that have knowledge about typical failures or problems that may occur in the respective domain. More in-depth information on the applied goal evaluation algorithm can be found in [15]. The algorithm introduces qualitative evaluation labels on a six point scale that range from satisfied, partially satisfied, conflict, unknown, partially denied to denied. Applying such a goal evaluation algorithm to the experience factory concept would start with the initial assignment of one or more evaluation label.

When, for example, an Experience Provider is not willing to or does not Provide Experience, the goal evaluation algorithm would require analysts to assign the initial qualitative value denied to the corresponding task Provide Experience (depicted as a cross in a dashed circle in Figure 6).

This corresponds to formulating the question “How would a deficiency in providing experience affect the goals of the Experience Factory and the goals of Experience Consumers and Providers?”
As illustrated in Figure 6, **first level propagation** of this initial assignment would result in denying the goal **Transfer Experiences of the Experience Provider** and denying the resource dependency **Lessons Learned, Data**. Further propagation of these evaluations reveals that a deficiency in providing experience significantly impairs the experience factory’s ability to achieve its goal **Facilitate Inter-Project Experience Transfer**. As a consequence of further propagation, the Experience Consumer is impaired in his ability to **Select Adequate Experience Projects**, and as a further consequence, is partly impaired in his ability to **Develop and Maintain Software efficiently** (depicted in Figure 6 as a partly denied goal). However, the Experience Provider can potentially better achieve his goal **Develop and Maintain Software**, because of more time available (depicted in Figure 6 as a partly satisfied goal). By conducting that kind of analysis, the effects of failure and criteria for success of knowledge transfer instruments can be explored and analyzed in detail.

**5.4. Analysis and results**

Having agent- and goal-based models of knowledge transfer instruments and their contexts aids reasoning about them in an explicit way. *But do the conclusions obtained from such reasoning processes yield reasonable results and conclusions?* To answer that question, we investigate research reports of failures, problems and obstacles with the experience factory concept that point to situations in which experience factories are impaired in achieving their assigned goals (which corresponds to ineffectiveness).

Current research (such as [7] and [17]) reports on the following problems: “Project managers who feel they need to focus on completing their current project on time, and not on helping the next project manager succeed, often consider this [providing and documenting experience] a burden.” or “Technology’s fast pace often discourages software engineers from analyzing the knowledge they gained during the project, believing that sharing the knowledge in the future will not be useful.” ([17], page 36).

These issues can clearly be related to the previously identified dependency B (Provide experiences). The effects of these issues significantly impair the experience factory’s ability to achieve its overall goal - as illustrated by the application of the KTA modelling method and the qualitative goal evaluation algorithm. However, hardly any problems are reported with the identified dependency A (Provide information about project characteristics). By investigating this dependency in the agent-oriented models in greater detail, it can be seen that experience providers have an immediate benefit of providing information about project characteristics (which is: receiving experience packages in return), while experience providers do not receive immediate payback for their investment. Having the introduced agent-oriented models of knowledge transfer instruments aids analyses of such circumstances and aids reasoning about improvement alternatives. One potential improvement option can be the introduction of incentive programs for experience providers, as suggested by [9]. Having incentive programs available would introduce a new goal to the experience providers’ set of goals, and would make...
the provision of experiences more attractive for them (unless there are other conflicting goals). Reapplying the goal evaluation algorithm to a new version of the model which includes this improvement potential as a new goal would show that incentive programs are suitable to increase motivation for Experience Providers and therefore contribute to the goals of the Experience Factory (given that no other conflicting goals exist), but still may hurt the goal Develop and Maintain Software of Experience Providers, by taking up additional time. Another alternative would be using different techniques for packaging experiences [20] or changing the knowledge flow “vector” [18] of the experience factory concept. Selecting another packaging technique would have the potential to balance the quality of experience packages with the efforts necessary for creating them, thereby satisfying the goals of the experience factory agent, experience users and experience providers.

5.5. Limitations

By applying the KTA modeling method to the experience factory concept, we aimed to demonstrate its expressiveness and analytical power. However, the method has only been applied on a conceptual level (vs. a concrete implementation of the experience factory in a specific company), and only conclusions that are already known to the respective research community were drawn. Furthermore, this explorative contribution assumed validity of developed agent-oriented models and therefore did not elaborate on validation issues. While we could exemplarily demonstrate that general issues of the experience factory can be identified and analyzed with our method, its application in concrete settings might require more complex modeling efforts.

6. Conclusions

To a certain extent, agent oriented concepts have already been applied to knowledge management [24], [25]. However, only little research has been done on applying intentional concepts to the modeling and analysis of knowledge transfer instruments. The contributions of this work represent a first step towards a conceptualization of knowledge transfer instruments as agents, and thereby opens up the possibility of applying existing goal oriented evaluation algorithms from the domain of requirements engineering. As we have demonstrated, conducting goal evaluation allows for explicitly reasoning and arguing about effectiveness and vulnerabilities of knowledge transfer instruments. Current research in part focuses on empirically examining the “relative performance of alternate designs [for knowledge transfer]” [18]. By being able to model and reason about alternate knowledge transfer instruments, the KTA modeling method aids in selecting effective knowledge transfer instruments in the light of different stakeholders’ goals. However, we expect that analysts applying our method will not always conduct analyses on all three levels, but will focus on the level of detail that is adequate for dealing with the questions that need to be addressed in a specific situation.

7. Contributions and future work

The KTA modeling method introduced in this work makes the following contributions: First and foremost, it contributes to analyzing effectiveness of knowledge transfer instruments in the light of (potentially conflicting) stakeholders’ goals. By introducing different levels of detail, the KTA modeling method aims to satisfy the need for different levels of analysis – allowing for both quick, high-level analysis and also more thorough, in-depth investigations of knowledge transfer instruments. It allows for analyzing how knowledge transfer instruments work and achieve their goals, and why they can succeed or fail. The experience factory case has illustrated the usage of the KTA modeling method for that purpose. In addition, this work represents a contribution to the domain of requirements engineering by introducing a step-wise method that demonstrates how knowledge management problems (level 1 & 2) can be transformed into requirements problems (level 3). In that sense, the KTA modeling method can help requirements engineering efforts to explicitly take a knowledge perspective on knowledge intensive environments.

However, more research needs to be done. First, future work should focus on analyzing knowledge transfer instruments not only on a conceptual, but on a deployed level. This can include for example investigations of organizations that have a running Experience Factory in place. Furthermore, the implications of taking a knowledge perspective on requirements engineering problems were not a major issue in this work. In order to further investigate the contribution of the KTA modeling method to the requirements engineering community, it needs to be applied and investigated in further requirements engineering contexts.
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